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SAERI’s remit
‘To develop a framework for 
the South Atlantic UK Overseas 
Territories to assess the value 
of the environmental goods 
and service available to the 
Territories and integrate this 
information into marine and 
terrestrial spatial planning, 
economic planning and 
environmental protection.’



Funding route

FCO Defra JNCC SAERI



Project structure



Stakeholder engagement



Steps in the process

Scoping 
workshops to 

identify priority 
ES

Development of 
assessment 

methodologies

Implementation 
of project and 

priorities 

Assessments

Mapping

Indicators

Policy 
development & 
decision making



Falkland Islands



Falkland Islands habitat map



Baseline mapping



Blue carbon value for kelp



Estimated 664 km2 kelp around 
Falklands in 2016



Kelp storage and sequestration value

Total Carbon standing stock => 0.06 TgC*
Current standing stock => $21.84 million in CO2e† 
(ranging from $7.61 - 31.09 million)
Annual sequestration to deep sea => $23.99 million yr-
1 (ranging from $16.32 – $31.66 million). 
Future value in 2030 (if extent and average density 
remain unchanged) 

$38.90 million (ranging from $13.56 - $55.36 
million) standing stock
Annual sequestration =>$42.71 million (ranging 
from $29.05 – $56.37 million).

FI kelp contributes on average ~ $0.093 million per 
hectare of climate mitigation using standing stock 
alone

* 1 Teragram = 106 tonnes Carbon
† Carbon dioxide equivalent=> standard unit for measuring carbon footprints. 



Cultural 



More from Dimitrios Bormpoudakis
today at 13.45 



Land based tourism





Agriculture statistics mapping



Agriculture values



Management of shared fish resources 



Management of shared fish resources 

Cooperative solution is always 
superior to non-cooperative solution 
Leads to better overall economic and 
biological outcomes.  
Aggregate profits are higher, fishing 
effort is lower, stock abundance is 
greater
By inference, broader ecosystem 
services should increase in quality 
and quantity



Illex squid value chain



St Helena



Valuations & Bayesian Network

Developing a natural asset register for land use sectors and 
ecosystems being studied (forestry, agriculture, tourism, 
Peaks NP)

Habitat extent from D+ completed habitat maps. 

Condition assessment using range of other GIS layers =>soil, 
erosion risk, water quality & supply etc.

Determine the ecosystem service flows (alongside BN dvpt)

Valuations; monetary & qualitative => utility nodes on BN



Assessment process







Bayesian modelling scenario outputs –
opportunity areas

More from Alistair McVittie on 
Thursday 14th at 11.15



Cost Benefit Analysis; waste management & 
water security





Marine tourism

Watch this space! Results due mid-May

More from Kenickie Andrews and Natasha 
Stevens on Thursday 14th at 10.20



Retention of tourism spend

Methods derived from: BARR R., BONINE K., CONNER N., BRUNER A. (2016).  SUSTAINABLE TOURISM PATHWAYS FOR PALAU: FINDINGS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM A CROSS-SECTIONAL WORKSHOP. DISCUSSION PAPER 16, CONSERVATION STRATEGY FUND.
https://www.conservation-strategy.org/sites/default/files/field-
file/EN_Discussion_Paper_16_Sustainable_tourism_pathways_for_Palau_0.pdf



Social media mapping 



Cultural 

More from Dimitrios Bormpoudakis
and Dennis Leo today at 13.45 today  



Ascension Island





Value of sports fishing



More from Kate Chadwick on 
Wednesday 13th at 13.50  



More from me on Wednesday 13th at 
15.40  





Cultural

More from Dimitrios Bormpoudakis
today at 13.45 



Tristan da Cunha



Tourism

Estimated that growth in net 
revenue from cruise visitors 
could reach 170% by 2024



Erosion risk model

More from Tara Pelembe Thursday 14th 
at 12.15 



In the context of the Blue Belt programme and to 

maximise income, are there alternative ways to 

operate the Tristan blue nose and rock lobster 

(crawfish) fisheries?



What is the international reputational risk of  poor 

waste management on Tristan?



Cultural 



Take home messages

Natural capital approaches bring lots of 
information across multiple sectors together, 
does not necessarily need lots of new data.
Enhances strategic decision making. 
Process is as important as the outputs.
Scientific rigour important but adapt methods 
and outputs to fit with data availability and 
policy needs.
The work would have been impossible without 
living within the OTs and the incredible 
enthusiasm and support of islanders.
Natural capital approaches take time to 
implement and need long-term commitment.



South Atlantic NCA project in numbers
90,000 miles travelled in two years

>60 people trained in natural capital approaches

>150 people engaged with the project

18 individual technical reports

>500 surveys completed

> 50 presentations

> 3,000 cups of tea drunk; 

and that’s just me!

Too many friendships to count! 





Thank you to our funders


